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Beginning in 1912, Defiant Spirits traces the artistic development of Tom Thomson and the
future members of the Group of Seven, Franklin Carmichael, Lawren Harris, A. Y. Jackson,
Franz Johnston, Arthur Lismer, J. E. H. MacDonald, and Frederick Varley, over a dozen years
in Canadian history. Working in an eclectic and sometimes controversial blend of modernist
styles, they produced what an English critic celebrated in the 1920s as the “most vital group of
paintings” of the 20th century. Inspired by Cézanne, Van Gogh and other modernist artists,
they tried to interpret the Ontario landscape in light of the strategies of the international avantgarde. Based after 1914 in the purpose-built Studio Building for Canadian Art, the young artists
embarked on what Lawren Harris called “an all-engrossing adventure”: travelling north into the
anadian Shield and forging a style of painting appropriate to what they regarded as the unique
features of Canada’s northern landscape. Rigorously researched and drawn from archival
documents and letters, Defiant Spirits constitutes a “group biography,” reconstructing the
men’s aspirations, frustrations and achievements. It details not only the lives of Tom Thomson
and the members of the Group of Seven but also the political and social history of Canada
The current world economy is interconnected; however, due to recent economic crises, trade
deficits, and nationalist movements, there is a political trend of economic nationalism that is
taking root in countries around the world. As such, global economies around the world are
decreasing their international trade and introducing import tariffs and economic protectionism.
International Firms’ Economic Nationalism and Trade Policies in the Globalization Era
provides a comprehensive understanding of the recent rise of economic nationalism in the
context of the hyper-connected global economy by providing strategies and country-specific
solutions for domestic and international firms. Covering how multinational corporations can
overcome the protectionist sentiments while reinventing their corporate social responsibility
models, it showcases how economic nationalism and globalization can successfully coexist.
This publication is ideally designed for business leaders, economists, professionals,
policymakers, researchers, and academicians.
Crises and end time expectations are closely linked to one another. The present volume
collates interdisciplinary research from specialists in the study of apocalyptic and
eschatological subjects worldwide and overcomes the existing Euro-centrism by incorporating
a broader perspective.
Pathbreaking theoretically and innovative in treatment, Populism in Global Perspective is a
seminal addition to the literature on arguably the most controversial and fervently discussed
topic in political science today. The book brings together established and rising stars in the
field of populism studies, in an integrated set of theoretical and empirical studies centered on a
discursive-performative notion of populism. Contributors argue that populist identification is
relational and sociocultural, and demonstrate the importance of studying populism
phenomenologically together with anti-populism. The truly global series of case studies of
populism in the US, Western and Southern Europe, Latin America, South Africa, the
Philippines, and Turkey achieves a deliberate balance of left and right instances of populism,
including within regions, and of populism in government and opposition. Written in a style
approachable to students and specialists alike, the volume provides a substantial foundation
for current knowledge on the topic. Populism in Global Perspective is a must read for
comparativists, political theorists, sociologists, area studies specialists, and all educated
readers interested in populism worldwide.
Advances in 2nd Generation of Bioethanol Production presents a comprehensive overview of
technologies and strategies for the conversion of lignocellulosic biomass. This includes issues
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like sustainable production, environmental and economic benefits, and the main hurdles for
upscaling and achieving commercial viability. The book assesses the current biomass
conversion technologies, their readiness level for commercial production, and applications of
bioethanol in bioenergy and chemical feedstock. The essential conversion process of 2nd
generation biofuels, including feedstock composition and pretreatment, is then broken down,
with special focus on advantages and pitfalls of each feedstock and process. It also explores
the advances and challenges of bioprocessing, hydrolysis technologies and simultaneous
fermentation of pentose and hexose. Finally, it presents the current status and bottlenecks for
industrial production of bioethanol, as well as its future prospects. Its interdisciplinary
approach, drawing upon plant biology, chemistry, biochemistry, microbiology, and genetics,
makes Advances in 2nd Generation of Bioethanol Production a must-have reference for
researchers in academia and industry R&D. It allows them to compare challenges and
opportunities of new technologies and identify the gaps where new technology is needed.
Practitioners in the industry also benefit from the information on working principles, design and
control of the bioethanol production process, highlighting areas where technology innovation
and investment should be placed. Graduate students and researchers newly entered in this
field find here a key-resource to thoroughly understand the process as well as the
fundamentals of bioethanol and bioproducts production from lignocellulosic biomass. Presents
fundamentals and state-of-the-art of available pathways for bioethanol and bioproducts
production from lignocellulosic biomass Discusses key-challenges for large scale production of
bioethanol, such as pretreatment and hydrolysis Covers the specificities of various feedstocks
and processes, the role of microorganisms in fermentation, saccharification limitations and
challenges in the C5 and C6 fermentation
The relationship between teacher education and internationalization is often regarded as one
that has just begun, sparked by globalization and its knowledge economy. This book questions
such an assumption by arguing that although contemporary demands on teacher education
have intensified the need for internationalization, teacher education and internationalization
have a deep and complex relationship, which is context dependent and has developed
differently over time. This book urges its readers to question and rethink overly nationalistic
approaches to teacher education. It shows how the internationalization of teacher education
could be used as a strategic tool to support sustainable educational development and meet
labor market demands for twenty-first century competencies. It puts the spotlight on the
imperatives for internationalizing teacher education and its present forms, and considers this
current phenomenon in the context of Singapore. This nation state has a history of
internationalization, albeit with differing rationales, dimensions and strategies.
Internationalization has been a key driver of the Singapore education system’s sustained
growth, from its humble beginnings to its present state as one of the best performing education
systems in the world. This book will be of great interest to policy makers, academics,
researchers and graduate students in the fields of international and comparative education,
teacher education, and South East Asian studies.
The ramifications of the Global Financial Crisis, which erupted in 2007, continue to surprise not
only the general public but also finance professionals, economists, and journalists. Faced with
this challenge, Preparing for the Next Financial Crisis goes back to basics. The authors ask:
what do theory and empirical observations tell us about the causes and the consequences of
financial crisis and instability? In what has become an increasingly complex financial world,
what lessons can we learn from economic policies, which have been implemented, and
research, which has developed extremely rapidly in recent years, so as not to repeat past
mistakes? In this comprehensive review of the literature, which is both complete and balanced,
the authors highlight the points of consensus among economists and policymakers. They
assess the capacity of economic policies and institutions in limiting the cost of financial
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instability. In conclusion, they ask if the financial system has become safer, in the light
especially of the Covid-19 Global Crisis. Ten years after the GFC crisis, this is a timely review
of the reform agenda, the progress made, and the areas where further changes need to be
made to address new risks and challenges.
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity (BPEA) provides academic and business economists,
government officials, and members of the financial and business communities with timely
research on current economic issues. Contents: The European Central Bank’s Monetary
Policy during Its First 20 Years, Philipp Hartmann and Frank Smets Accounting for MacroFinance Trends: Market Power, Intangibles, and Risk Premia, Emmanuel Farhi and François
Gourio The Real Effects of Disrupted Credit: Evidence from the Global Financial Crisis, Ben S.
Bernanke The Cyclical Sensitivity in Estimates of Potential Output, Olivier Coibion, Yuriy
Gorodnichenko, and Mauricio Ulate Should the Federal Reserve Regularly Evaluate Its
Monetary Policy Framework?, Jeff Fuhrer, Giovanni P. Olivei, Eric S. Rosengren, and Geoffrey
M.B. Tootell Monetary Policy at the Effective Lower Bound: Less Potent? More International?
More Sticky?, Kristin Forbes The Efficacy of Large-Scale Asset Purchases When the ShortTerm Interest Rate Is at Its Effective Lower Bound, James D. Hamilton The Federal Reserve Is
Not Very Constrained by the Lower Bound on Nominal Interest Rates, Eric T. Swanson
Comments on Monetary Policy at the Effective Lower Bound, Janet Yellen
The instant #1 bestseller. “This taut and terrifying book is among the most closely observed
accounts of Donald J. Trump’s shambolic tenure in office to date." - Dwight Garner, The New
York Times Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White House
bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive insider narrative
of Donald Trump’s presidency “I alone can fix it.” So proclaimed Donald J. Trump on July 21,
2016, accepting the Republican presidential nomination and promising to restore what he
described as a fallen nation. Yet as he undertook the actual work of the commander in chief, it
became nearly impossible to see beyond the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and
constant bluster. In fact, there were patterns to his behavior and that of his associates. The
universal value of the Trump administration was loyalty—not to the country, but to the president
himself—and Trump’s North Star was always the perpetuation of his own power. With deep and
unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., Carol Leonnig and Philip Rucker reveal the
forty-fifth president up close. Here, for the first time, certain officials who felt honor-bound not
to divulge what they witnessed in positions of trust tell the truth for the benefit of history. A
peerless and gripping narrative, A Very Stable Genius not only reveals President Trump at his
most unvarnished but shows how he tested the strength of America’s democracy and its
common heart as a nation.
Global Marketing Management, 8th Edition combines academic rigor, contemporary relevance,
and student-friendly readability to review how marketing managers can succeed in the
increasingly competitive international business environment. This in-depth yet accessible
textbook helps students understand state-of-the-art global marketing practices and recognize
how marketing managers work across business functions to achieve overall corporate goals.
The author provides relevant historical background and offers logical explanations of current
trends based on information from marketing executives and academic researchers around the
world. Designed for students majoring in business, this thoroughly updated eighth edition both
describes today's multilateral realities and explores the future of marketing in a global context.
Building upon four main themes, the text discusses marketing management in light of the
drastic changes the global economy has undergone, the explosive growth of information
technology and e-commerce, the economic and political forces of globalization, and the various
consequences of corporate action such as environmental pollution, substandard food safely,
and unsafe work environments. Each chapter contains review and discussion questions to
encourage classroom participation and strengthen student learning.
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Important Current Affairs of June 2018 in one place. Download the PDF & have command over
the General Awareness Section.
2020 RRB MATHEMATICS SOLVED PAPERS
Acquiring Modernity examines the modern world’s central features, from historical origins to
recent events. Combining classic models, recent scholarship, and contemporary
developments, its topics include science, colonialism, class inequalities, education, religion,
politics, racism, sexism, the environment, and economic crises.
The law of treaties is in constant motion, understood not only as locomotion, but also as motion
through time and as change. Thus, kinesis and stasis, two sides of the same concept of
'motion', are the central themes of Treaties in Motion. The concept of motion adopted in this
book is based on the philosophy of Aristotle. He identified six types of motion: creation
(genesis), increase (auxesis), diminution (meiosis), alteration (alloiosis), destruction (phthora),
and change of place (kata topon metabole), which has been amended by the authors to
change in space-time (kata topon kai chronon metavole) to reflect our modern scientific
understanding of time as a dimension through which motion and change occurs. Each
chapter's analysis proceeds by focusing on a specific area of a treaty's 'life-cycle', where each
type of motion shines through and is described through three different frames of reference:
treaties, the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties, and customary law.
This multidisciplinary study takes a fresh look at Judean history and biblical literature in the late
fourth and third centuries BCE. In a major reappraisal of this era, the contributions to this
volume depict it as one in which critical changes took place. Until recently, the period from
Alexander’s conquest in 332 BCE to the early years of Seleucid domination following
Antiochus III’s conquest in 198 BCE was reputed to be poorly documented in material
evidence and textual production, buttressing the view that the era from late Persian to
Hasmonean times was one of seamless continuity. Biblical scholars believed that no literary
activity belonged to the Hellenistic age, and archaeologists were unable to refine their
understanding because of a lack of secure chronological markers. However, recent studies are
revealing this period as one of major social changes and intense literary activity. Historians
have shed new light on the nature of the Hellenistic empires and the relationship between the
central power and local entities in ancient imperial settings, and the redating of several biblical
texts to the third century BCE challenges the traditional periodization of Judean history.
Bringing together Hellenistic history, the archaeology of Judea, and biblical studies, this
volume appraises the early Hellenistic period anew as a time of great transition and change
and situates Judea within its broader regional and transregional imperial contexts.
The many technical and computational problems that appear to be constantly emerging in
various branches of physics and engineering beg for a more detailed understanding of the
fundamental mathematics that serves as the cornerstone of our way of understanding natural
phenomena. The purpose of this Special Issue was to establish a brief collection of carefully
selected articles authored by promising young scientists and the world's leading experts in
pure and applied mathematics, highlighting the state-of-the-art of the various research lines
focusing on the study of analytical and numerical mathematical methods for pure and applied
sciences.
This book presents the applications of fractional calculus, fractional operators of non-integer
orders and fractional differential equations in describing economic dynamics with long memory.
Generalizations of basic economic concepts, notions and methods for the economic processes
with memory are suggested. New micro and macroeconomic models with continuous time are
proposed to describe the fractional economic dynamics with long memory as well.
Gender Inequality: A Reference Handbook discusses the role women have played throughout
human history and play in the modern day, including both advances that have been made in
the fight for equality and problems remaining to be solved. Provides readers with a history of
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the effects of patriarchy on women, one of the longest lasting and most consequential debates
in human history Summarizes the status of gender inequality in the modern world, with regard
to its presence and effects in a variety of aspects of human life Supplies abundant resources
for further research on the topic by readers of all ages Rounds out the author's expertise
through perspective essays, giving readers a diversity of viewpoints on the topic
This revised and updated edition presents detailed analysis of the history and current state of
the G20, and the challenges it faces. The emergence of the G20 was the result of calls for full
inclusion of major developing and other systemically important countries and to reflect new
global economic and political realities. The growth of Chinese power, growing significance of
other major developing countries and new concerns concerning anti-globalization and rising
protectionism in the West have all resulted in important changes to the dynamics of the
institution. The suspension of Russia’s membership in the G8 has also necessitated a change
in G7/G20 dynamics and the G20’s processes, agenda priorities and role in global
governance. Providing a historical overview and analysis of the evolving agenda, methods of
performance evaluation, relationship with structured international organizations and other
external actors, Hajnal’s text is an authoritative work of history, analysis and reference on the
G20 and also G7/G8/G20 reform. This book is an essential source for researchers and
students focusing on the G20, international organizations and global governance, and more
generally for scholars in the fields of political science, economics, and finance.
China’s New Silk Road initiative constitutes one of the most ambitious projects in recent
decades designed to change the pattern of the global economic division of labour as well as
the geostrategic balance of power. It has the potential to create a new fabric of industrial value
creation that links China and East Asia via Central and South Asia with Europe, and to forge
new regional and multilateral institutions that complement or compete with existing regional
and global governance systems. First proposed in 2013, the new initiative is only now starting
to be rolled-out, with trade relations gradually intensifying, and the first investment projects and
infrastructure clusters becoming manifest. However, the full impact of the evolving new
regional value chains on global goods flows, investment activity, supra-national institution
building, as well as their wider international implications, remains undetermined. This book
brings together leading scholars from economics, political science and area studies, who
present the latest cutting-edge knowledge and the latest state-of-the-art economic and political
analysis on how the new initiative is developing and likely to develop.
The Routledge Handbook of International Cybersecurity examines the development and use of
information and communication technologies (ICTs) from the perspective of international peace
and security. Acknowledging that the very notion of peace and security has become more
complex, the volume seeks to determine which questions of cybersecurity are indeed of
relevance for international peace and security and which, while requiring international
attention, are simply issues of contemporary governance or development. The Handbook
offers a variety of thematic, regional and disciplinary perspectives on the question of
international cybersecurity, and the chapters contextualize cybersecurity in the broader
contestation over the world order, international law, conflict, human rights, governance and
development. The volume is split into four thematic sections: Concepts and frameworks;
Challenges to secure and peaceful cyberspace; National and regional perspectives on
cybersecurity; Global approaches to cybersecurity. This book will be of much interest to
students of cybersecurity, computer science, sociology, international law, defence studies and
International Relations in general.
Now available in a paper-bound edition Nearly a century ago, a group of artists travelled into
northern Ontario and farther afield to capture the raw, terrible beauty that lay just beyond the
outskirts of Canada's cities and towns. Armed with sketchbooks, brushes, and paint boxes,
they set off into the heart of the wilderness with the singular purpose of interpreting the
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landscape in a modern mode of artistic expression. In July 1977, Jim and Sue Waddington set
off on their own expedition to discover the places that inspired these artists. Determined to
locate, document, and photograph the actual landscapes that inspired A.Y. Jackson, Franklin
Carmichael, Arthur Lismer, Lawren Harris, A.J. Casson, J.E.H. MacDonald, Tom Thomson,
and Frederick Varley, the Waddingtons began a thirty-six-year journey -- tracking down clues,
deciphering bits of information, tracing ancient portage routes, and exploring hidden inlets -- all
with the purpose of finding the very spots that gave birth to the work of the Group of Seven.
The result was an amazing story of discovery. In this paper-bound edition of their bestselling
book, in which original paintings are paired with contemporary photographs of the locations
where the original works were created, Jim and Sue Waddington invite their readers to come
face to face with the elusive muses that enlightened and enriched this renowned group of
artists.
This handbook brings together the knowledge on juvenile imprisonment to develop a global,
synthesized view of the impact of imprisonment on children and young people. There are a
growing number of scholars around the world who have conducted in-depth, qualitative
research inside of youth prisons, and about young people incarcerated in adult prisons, and yet
this research has never been synthesized or compiled. This book is organized around several
core themes including: conditions of confinement, relationships in confinement,
gender/sexuality and identity, perspectives on juvenile facility staff, reentry from youth prisons,
young peoples experiences in adult prisons, and new models and perspectives on juvenile
imprisonment. This handbook seeks to educate students, scholars, and policymakers about
the role of incarceration in young peoples lives, from an empirically-informed, critical, and
global perspective. Alexandra Cox is Senior Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Essex,
UK. She previously served as Assistant Professor at the State University of New York at New
Paltz in their Department of Sociology. Laura S. Abrams is Chair and Professor of Social
Welfare at UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs, USA. Her scholarship focuses on improving
the well-being of youth and young adults with histories of incarceration.
This book investigates the drivers, tactics, and strategy that propel the Trump administration’s
foreign policy. The key objective of this book is to look beyond the ‘noise’ of the Trump
presidency in order to elucidate and make sense of contemporary US foreign policy. It
examines the long-standing convictions of the president and the brutal worldview that he
applies to US foreign policy; and his hard-line negotiation tactics and employment of
unpredictability to keep America’s major foreign interlocutors off-guard, such as NATO
members, China, Mexico, Canada, North Korea, and Iran – each of which are considered here.
In strategy terms, the book explains that the president is responding to a new multipolar
structure of power by engaging a Kissingerian strategy that eschews liberal values and seeks
to adjust great power relations in Washington’s favor. By drawing upon a range of evidence
and case studies, this book makes a number of compelling and provocative points to offer a
new vector for debate about the workings, successes and failures, and ultimately the long-term
implications for the world, of the Trump presidency. This book will be of much interest to
students of US foreign policy, security studies, and IR in general.

This book celebrates the artisitic legacy of eleven artists who broke with tradition
and established a new way of painting Canada. Although they called themselves
the Group of Seven, the members eventually numbered ten. Tom Thompson,
who died before the group was established, was always present in spirit and in
the public mind--Page 4 of cover.
This book illustrates key sustainability issues in global textile and fashion value
chains, by examining individual types of fibers either at a single step in or along
the entire value chain. It approaches sustainability-related issues in the textile
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and fashion value chain from an interdisciplinary and holistic viewpoint, with each
contribution linking questions on the textile and fashion value chain to various
drivers, indicators and concepts of sustainability. Each chapter represents a
single step in the textile and fashion value chain, exploring and considering a
wide range of interwoven and interdependent technological, environmental,
social, political and economic aspects. Various fibers, textile engineering and
chemical treatment steps, as well as innovative business concepts and regulatory
frameworks across the entire textile and fashion value chain are identified,
analyzed, discussed and critically evaluated. The book provides a systematic
overview of the potential and challenges of sustainable textile and fashion value
chains, making it of interest to practitioners and scientists in sustainability
science, environmental economics, and business, management and innovation.
Further, it offers a valuable source of information for industrial and mechanical
engineering researchers, and for students in the areas of textile engineering,
fashion, or the apparel and clothing industry.
This edited book provides a contemporary, critical and thought-provoking
analysis of the internal and external threats to Western multilateral development
finance in the twenty-first century. It draws on the expertise of scholars with a
range of backgrounds providing a critical exploration of the neoliberal multilateral
development aid. The contributions focus on how Western institutions have
historically dominated development aid, and juxtapose this hegemony with the
recent challenges from right-wing populist and the Beijing Consensus ideologies
and practices. This book argues that the rise of right-wing populism has brought
internal challenges to traditional powers within the multilateral development
system. External challenges arise from the influence of China and regional
development banks by providing alternatives to established Western dominated
aid sources and architecture. From this vantagepoint, Rethinking Multilateralism
in Foreign Aid puts forward new ideas for addressing the current global social,
political and economic challenges concerning multilateral development aid. This
book will be of interest to researchers, academics and students in the field of
International Development and Global Governance, decision-makers at
government level as well as to those working in international aid institutions,
regional and bilateral aid agencies, and non-governmental organisations.
Global growth is forecast at 3.0 percent for 2019, its lowest level since 2008–09
and a 0.3 percentage point downgrade from the April 2019 World Economic
Outlook.
On a mid-October evening, a group of fathers gathered around a conference
table and met each other for the first time. None of the men had ever thought of
himself a support group kind of guy and each felt entirely out of place. In fact,
nothing about their lives felt normal anymore. The Group: Seven Widowed
Fathers Reimagine Life chronicles the challenges and triumphs of seven men
whose wives died from cancer and were left to raise their young children entirely
on their own. Brought together by tragedy, the fathers - Neill, Dan, Bruce, Karl,
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Joe, Steve, and Russ - forged an uncommon bond. Over time, group meetings
evolved into a forum for reinvention and transformed the men in unexpected
ways. Through the fathers' poignant interactions, The Group illustrates that while
some wounds never fully heal, each of us has the potential to construct a new
and meaningful future. Rosenstein and Yopp, co-leaders of the support group,
weave together the fathers' stories with contemporary research on grief and
adaptation. The Group traces a compelling journey of healing and personal
discovery that no book has ever captured before. The men's touching efforts to
care for their families, grieve for their wives, and reimagine their futures will
inspire anyone who has suffered a major loss.
This book, the 32nd volume in the Canada Among Nations series, looks to the
wide array of foreign policy challenges, choices and priorities that Canada
confronts in relations with the US where the line between international and
domestic affairs is increasingly blurred. In the context of the Canada-US
relationship, this blurring is manifest as a cooperative effort by officials to manage
aspects of the relationship in which bilateral institutional cooperation goes on
largely unnoticed. Chapters in this volume focus on longstanding issues reflecting
some degree of Canada-US coordination, if not integration, such as trade, the
environment and energy. Other chapters focus on emerging issues such as drug
policies, energy, corruption and immigration within the context of these
institutional arrangements.
There is something visceral about ownership. This is mine; you can’t have it.
This is mine; you can share it. This is ours. Try to find it. Contemporary literature
and investigative journalism are showing that the scale of the problem of tax
evasion, money laundering, organised crime, terrorism, bribery, corruption and
gross human rights abuses is vast. Ownership – specifically, the quest to identify
beneficial owners - has been chosen by national and international regulators as
the touchstone, the litmus test in the fight back. An owner by definition must
possess something for which they are financially accountable. But what is meant
by "ownership"? This book explains why ownership is pivotal to accountability,
and what ownership means in common law, civil law and Shariah law terms. It
looks in detail at State, regional and international transparency strategies and at
an equally powerful global private counter-initiative to promote beneficial
ownership avoidance through the use of so-called "orphan structures". Where
there is no owner, there is no accountability. The distinction between privacy and
legitimate confidentiality on the one hand, and concealment on the other is
explained with reference to commercial and trade law and practice, principles of
corporate governance and applicable business human rights. This book
introduces one further counter initiative: the phenomenon of transient ownership
made possible through the use of cryptocurrency and the blockchain. The study
concludes with a blueprint for action with recommendations addressed to states,
international organisations, practitioners and other stakeholders.
Free-living Amoeba: Global Status is one in a series of GIDEON ebooks which
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explore all individual infectious diseases, drugs, vaccines, outbreaks, surveys
and pathogens in every country of the world. Data are based on the GIDEON
web application (www.gideononline.com) which relies on standard text books,
peer-review journals, Health Ministry reports and ProMED, supplemented by an
ongoing exhaustive search of the medical literature. The ebook includes: 1.
Descriptive epidemiology 2. Clinical features 3. Distribution map 4. Images 5.
Global status and status in every relevant country 6. References
This book explores disruption and artificial intelligence in an organisational context to
inform and prepare those that are in management positions now and into the future.
If you are appearing for any Government Recruitment Exam, it is important that you are
familiar with the happenings around the world. Current Affairs is an important part of
your syllabus apart from English, Quantitative Aptitude or Logical Reasoning! Thus, we
bring you the Important General Awareness in Google Play. This book covers a wide
range of topics like current issues – national as well as international affairs in the
diverse areas of Polity, Economy, Environment and Wildlife, Defence, Science &
Technology, etc. which are of immense significance from examination point of view.
The book is designed to address the needs of Civil Services, State Services, SSC,
Engineering Services and any other competitive examinations.
The OECD Science, Technology and Innovation Outlook 2018 is the twelfth edition in a
series that biennially reviews key trends in science, technology and innovation (STI)
policy in OECD countries and a number of major partner economies. The 14 chapters
within this edition look at a range of ...
This book is devoted to the application of fractional calculus in economics to describe
processes with memory and non-locality. Fractional calculus is a branch of
mathematics that studies the properties of differential and integral operators that are
characterized by real or complex orders. Fractional calculus methods are powerful tools
for describing the processes and systems with memory and nonlocality. Recently,
fractional integro-differential equations have been used to describe a wide class of
economical processes with power law memory and spatial nonlocality. Generalizations
of basic economic concepts and notions the economic processes with memory were
proposed. New mathematical models with continuous time are proposed to describe
economic dynamics with long memory. This book is a collection of articles reflecting the
latest mathematical and conceptual developments in mathematical economics with
memory and non-locality based on applications of fractional calculus.
Gerald K. Stone has collected books about Canadian Jewry since the early 1980s. This
volume is a descriptive catalog of his Judaica collection, comprising nearly 6,000 paper
or electronic documentary resources in English, French, Yiddish, and Hebrew. Logically
organized, indexed, and selectively annotated, the catalog is broad in scope, covering
Jewish Canadian history, biography, religion, literature, the Holocaust, antisemitism,
Israel and the Middle East, and more. An introduction by Richard Menkis discusses the
significance of the Catalog and collecting for the study of the Jewish experience in
Canada. An informative bibliographical resource, this book will be of interest to scholars
and students of Canadian and North American Jewish studies.
Examining the potential benefits and risks of using artificial intelligence to advance
global sustainability. Drones with night vision are tracking elephant and rhino poachers
in African wildlife parks and sanctuaries; smart submersibles are saving coral from
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carnivorous starfish on Australia's Great Barrier Reef; recycled cell phones alert
Brazilian forest rangers to the sound of illegal logging. The tools of artificial intelligence
are being increasingly deployed in the battle for global sustainability. And yet, warns
Peter Dauvergne, we should be cautious in declaring AI the planet's savior. In AI in the
Wild, Dauvergne avoids the AI industry-powered hype and offers a critical view,
exploring both the potential benefits and risks of using artificial intelligence to advance
global sustainability.
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